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Introduction

Blyth, McAlister and McFadden (see 111, [2) and HO]) have

studied the structure of some classes of regular semigroups.

These structures have been built on a set of idempotents E

which generates a regular semigroup and an inverse semigroup S

whose set of idempotents E° is a specified subset of E, and the

Munn homomorphism a:S-»TE». By these data, the following

construction is considered

W - W(E,S,a) - {(e,a,f)e£xSxE; e L ea, f fi f,}

where ea,fa are idempotents associated with the element a in S.

A binary operation on W is defined as follows:

(e,a,f) (v,b,w) afvb, w>

where act - aa and Sa is a particular extension of <xa.

An analogue of this semigroup has been considered in a

class of abundant semigroups. Accordingly, structures of some

classes of abundant semigroups are studied (see 13] and [4J).

In regular semigroups, the structure of split orthodox

semigroups is given in [10] by introducing the concept of

skeleton E° in a band E where S is an inverse semigroup whose

semi lattice of idempotents is E°.In this case W is a Split

orthodox semigroup and any split orthodox semigroup is

isomorphic to W(E,S,Ct) for some split band E whose skeleton

E° is the set of idempotents of a certain inverse semigroups S.

This result was generalized to slipt quasi-adequate semigroups

which satisfy an idempotent-connected property (condition A in

[3]).

The result of [10] was also generalized in [2] to a class

of regular semigroups by extending the concept of a skeleton

E° in a band E to the inverse transversal of a regular

semigroup S. It was shown that if £ is a set of idempotenta

generating a regular semigroup with a multiplicative

semilattice transversal E°, and S is an inverse semigroup with

set of idempotents E°, Then w(E,S,a) is e regular semigroup

with a multiplicative inverse transversal,. Conversely, any

regular semigroup with a multiplicative inverse transversal i»

of the form W(E,S,a). The aim of this paper is to get an
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analogue of this result in the abundant case which is also a

generalization of the result of [31.

Recall that an abundant: semigroup is one in which each

L.*-class and each jl*-class contains an idempotent [8], Here

two elements are J.*-related (R*-related) in a semigroup if

they are related by Green's relation L.(BJ in some

oversemigroup. The abundant analogue of orthodox semigroups is

quasi-adequate semigroups where an abundant semigroup is

quasi-adequate semigroup if its idempotents form a

subsemigroup [6]. When the idempotents commute in an abundant

semigroup, it is called an adequate semigroup [7] , An adequate

semigroup S is called t-.ype A if it satisfies the following

equalities:

SertSa - Sae, eSPiaS = eaS

f;Or any idempotent e and element a in S.

Type A semigroups are analogue of inverse semigroups in

abundant case. Some properties of inverse semigroups were

extended to type A semigroups (see [7]).

Recall that regular semigroups are abundant semigroups and

in this ease L* - It and E* » &.'• In [2], a description is given

for the construction of all regular semigroups S with a

multiplicative inverse transavesal. In this paper we extend

this construction -to abundant semigroups S such that the set

of idempotents in S generates a regular subsemigroup and that

S contains a multiplicative type A transversal. The "building

bricks" of our construction are: an idempotent-generated

regular semigroup with a multiplicative semilattice

transversal E° and a type A semigroup whose set of idempotents

is E°. The approach adopted is similar to that used in [2].

After the preliminary results, we introduce in section 2 a

binary relation 5 and investigate some of its properties, .

Sections 3 and 4 are concerned with the general construction

which includes a structure theorem for the considered class of

semigroups.

We use the notation and terminology of [9]. Other

undefined terms can be found in the preceding papers (3] and

[4].
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2.

We recall some of the basic facts about the relations L*

and E*. The relation L*(E*) is defined on a semigroup S by the

rule that ai*b(aR*b) if and only if the elements a,b of S are

related by Green's relation L(R) in some overaemigroup of S,

Evidently L_* (R*) is a rigth <left) congruence on S. The

following lemma, from [5], provides us an alternative

description for !*(£*):

LEMMA 1.1: T.er. S be a semigroup a,nri; ̂ tit Sfb b& in S. Then

following Mnriifinnfl arft eqpi i va T ftnr. t

(1) al*b<aE*b)

(2) For all SjteS1, as - at (sa - ta) if and only if bs - bt

(sb - tb) .

As an easy consequence of lemma 1.1 we have:

COROLLARY 1.2: Ii£jL S be a aetn-i group a€ S and e be an

idemporent1. of S. Then the following conditions are equivalent:;

(1) aL«e(a£*e) ,:,\. ,,;
(2) ae - a (ea - a) and for ̂ ,11, s,t€S',

as - at (sa » ta) impi -few es • et (se •• te) .

Obviously, in any semigroup S we have T.CT.» and ECS*. It is

well-known and easy to see that for regular elements a,b in S,

ai*b(a£*b) if and only if aLb (a£b). In particular, if S is a

regular semigroup, then L*-L and E*"B.

Let S be an abundant semigroup with set of idempotenta E

and U be an abundant subsemigroup of S. U is called a J,fffc

fright) *-subsemigroup if for any aeO there exists eeUHE such

that aL* <S)e (aE* (S)e) .U is called a *~a»h«ami group if it is

both a left and a r^ghtn *-mihnBiiH yrnnn.

From [3] we have the following proposition:

- t i -



PROPOSITION 1.3: T.et S hff an abundant flfynj group and U he ar|
ahnnriant suhagmi ornup nf S. U ia a left. lr^qt)t^ *-B»bBf>nn prnnp
if and f>n1y if

L*(U) - L*<S)n<uxu) (B*(U) -

As in [5] if a is an element of S, then a* denotes a typical

element of L*(S)flE and a+ denotes a typical element of

R*(S)nE.If S is a quasi-adequate semigroup, that is, E is a

subsemigroup, we follow [9] to denote the i-class in E of an

element e by E(e). In this case, as in [6], we define the

relation 5 on S by the rule:

aSb if and only if E<a+)aE(a*) - E(b+)bE(b*) for some

a+,a*,b+,b*.

From [61 we have:

LEMMA 1.4: If S is a qiiasi-adequatp Hfttrnprnup with act, pf

idempotfrnrs E, then fnr any a,b Jjl S:

aSb if anrt only if b - eaf for .yomp eeE (a+), feE (a*) .

In the following section we investigate the properties of..

6 in the abundant semigroups. Recall that an abundant semigroup

S is adequate if its set of idempotents forms a semilattice.

In this case it follows from the commutativity of the

idempotents in S that each L*-class and each R.*-class contains

a unique idempotent. For all a,b in S, it is easy to see that

(ab) * - (a*b)* and (ab)+ - (ab+) + .

Let S be an adequate semigroup with semilattice of

idempotents E. For any a in S, define

aa:a
+E -» a*E by ecta - (ea) *, and Pa : a*E -»a

+E by epa - (ae)
 +

In order to use CC4 and [1, to obtain a representation of S

on the Munn semigroup TB as in the inverse case (see [9]), it

seems essential to impose the condition that <Xa and Pa are both

injective for each a in S. The following proposition from [7]/

relates this condition to others which allow one to show that

S with this condition can be represented in the Munn semigroup

T-.
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Fnr anYPROPOSITIOK 1 . 5 :

semilattice nf idpmpot-.ant.a E,

apmiyrnup S

following

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

fnr panh plpmfjnt a flf. S, th«

fnr i»afh S; Timnni ntfn a a OJXSi.

inverse 1 srnnnrphisms.
fnr fiff^ siwiwnt a a£. S flpd a.AY irffimpfir.̂ nt: e Jjl

(a(ea)*)+ - e, ((ae)+a)* - •

the semigroups described in this proposition is called typ« A

semigroups. This definition coincides with the definition in

the introduction [7). Since any cancellative monoid is type A

but not necessarily inverse, it is clear that the class of

type A semigroups contains properly the class of inverse

semigroups.

2. The relation S

Let S be an abundant semigroup with set of idempotents E.

Define 5 on S by

x5y if and only if x - eyf where e,f6E,and eLy*, fRy*

for some y+,y*.

As in lemma 2.2 of [6] we have:

LEMMA 2.1: if. x - eyf where e,feE and e£y+, fKy* for aome

y+,y*, then eR*x and fL*x.

Proof: Clearly ex - x. Let SjteS1. Then

-6-
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sx » tx =» seyfy* » teyfy*
^ sey - tey (f fiy* and yy* - yj

^ sey+ » tey+ (corllary 1.2)

J* se - te

Now, by corollary 1.2, eB*x,

Similarly fL*x.

It is clear that 8 is reflexive because x » x+xx* for any

xes. To see that 5 is also symmetric, let x5y, that is x -

eyf, where e,f€E and eLy+, fBy* for some y+
ry*. Then:

y+xy* - y+ eyfy* - y+ yy* - y

By lemma 2.1, e&*x and f£*x. Take x+ - e and x* - f. It follows

that y5x, that is, 5 is symmetric.

If E is a subsemigroup of S, then as an immediate

consequence of the following proposition, 5 is an equivalence

relation.

PROPOSITION 2.2: X£ S ^" a guaai-arlftquat'p apmiyrnup with a

ne.Y nf iripnipotient-.s E, and x,y£S, than fhs fni lowiny

(1) x«eyf uhgre e,feE and eljy+, f£y* for sonw yT,y*.

(2> x - eyf fnr Hrnnp eeE(y+), f€E(y*).

Proof: It is obvious that (2) follows from (1). If (2) holds,

then clearly ey+Ly+, y*fRy* and x - ey+yy*f so (1) holds.

If S is a quasi-adequate semigroup, then from proposition

2.2 and lemma 1.4 5 can be defined as follows:

x8y if and only if E(x+)x E(x*) - E(y+)y E(y*).

Thus 8 as defined above on abundant semigroups is a

generalization of the relation 5 defined on quasi-adequate

semigroups in [6]. notice that the definition of 8 on

quasi-adequate semigroups is independent of the choice of~
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idempotents in L*7Classes and E*-classes.
This fact can be generalized to the case of abundant
semigroups in the sense of the following result.

LEMMA 2 . 3 : LjeX. S hft an abundant: semigroup wltrh a Kttt. nf
^ deupnten^s E ajaii x , y e S , Tfr for gnim

ftKJ ft*-8 eĵ jfĵ GE such f.hat. x - e jyf j and

any g6R*PiE, h€ LJPiE t-.hare gx ia t e,f€<E> qî i?h t;haf. x - eyf and

eLg, fEh.

Proof: Let x where and
h^LjnE. Let geR*nE, heL*nE. Clearly y - gyh and x -

Let e - eĵ g, f - hf1# e,fe<E>. Since eiLgj. We have e -

- g. Similarly fEh.

Notice that, if gsE and a is an inverse of g, the ag, ga

are idempotents and agig, ga Rg so that a - aga - ag g ga.

Therefore aegS and gS includes the inverses of g.

When S is a quasi-adequate semigroup, then eS - V(e) -

E(e) for e<=E. In this case S is contained in every adequate

congruence on S and when 5 is a congruence, it is the minimum

adequate good congruence on S [6].

By an adgquai-«» transvgrsal of an abundant semigroup S we

mean an adequate *-subsemigroup S° of S so that for any xeS,

|x5ns°| - 1- In this case we shall denote by x° the unique

element of x8ns°. Then S° is the adequate *-subsemigroup

<x°;xeS} and that is the transversal of x5 for xsS.

Let S be an abundant semigroup with a set of idempotents E

and an adequate transversal S°. For any xeS, x5x°' there exist

e,f£E such that x - ex°f, where eLxo+, fRx°*.e and f are

uniquely determined by x because if x « e1x°fl « e2x°f2 where

e^x 0*, fjEx0* (i - 1,2), then e1I4x
o+L.e2 and by lemma 2.1,

ejB*xE*e2. Thus, e^^
 a n d ei " e2* Likewise fj, " f2- Denote e

by ex and £ by £,.

We say that the adequate transversal S° is ipnn-<pl ir.at.lv*

if for any x,yeS, f^eyfiE" where E° denotes the semilattice of

idempotents of S°.If it happens also that S° is type A, then it

is called a ypi111~ "3p 1 ic.fiti vf* i"ypp A t

-8-



Let <E> be an idempotente-generated regular semiband with

a multiplicative adequate transversal S and let E° be the

semilattice of S. Then since S is an adequate semigroup in

which all the elements are regular. It follows that S is an

inverse semigroup. Further, we should have S«E°. In this case

E° is called a multiplicative semilattice transversal of <E>.

i We are now in a position to show that when specialized to

the regular case, our definition of abundant semigroups with a

multiplicative adequate transversal yields the definition of

regular semigroups with a multiplicative inverse transversal

as defined in [2J. To demonstrate this fact let S be a regular

semigroup, in particular S is an abundant semigroup. Let S° be

a multiplicative adequate transversal of S in the sense of our

definition. Since all the elements of S° are regular, S° is an

inverse semigroup. Let yex5ns°. Then x - exyfx. It is clear

that y*~y~1y and y+ — yy"1 where y"1 is the inverse of y in S° .

Since eJCIly+ and f^Ey*, we have yy~
1ex •= yy"

1 which implies that

y"1eJC - y"
1. Likewise fxy

-1 - y"1 • It follows that

y"xx y" • r - 1 y"1 yy"1- y"1

and

xy~xx i , - l

Hence

y"1es°nv(x).

Notice that:x - xy~xx - xy"xy y"xx and ex = x y"
1, fx « y

-1x

which coincide with the notation of [2] . Therefore S° is a

multiplicative inverse transversal of S in conformity to the

definition of [2]. On the other hand if S is a regular

semigroup with a multiplicative inverse transversal S° in the

sense of definition of [2], then S is an abundant semigroup

and S° is an adequate "-subsemigroup, . In fact S° is type A.

Let yeS°nV{x) and consider y"1 to be the inverse of y in S°.

Clearly

x - xyx - xy y~*yx

-9-

Notice that (y"1)"1" (y"1)* y y-l and <xy) , (yxl «r«

idempotents in S such that

xyi<y"V, yx

Thus e x - xy, fx = yx.Therefore e x and fx coincide with e x
-x
asand fx as defined before. It follows that S° is a

multiplicative type A transversal of S in conformity to our

definition.

However, there are abundant semigroups with a

multiplicative type A transversal which are not regular as the

following example illustrates.

EXAMPLE 2.4: Let M be a cancellative monoid with an identity

1. Let E be a set of idempotents which generates a regular

semiband <E> with a multiplicative semilattice transversal E°.

Consider the direct products S - M x E and Sc • H x E°. It is

clear that E(S) - (1) x E and E(S°) - (1) x E° are the sets of

idempotents of S and S° respectively. Therefore S is a

semigroup whose set of idempotents generates a regular

subsemigroup with a multiplicative semilattice transversal

E(S°). For any (m,a)eS, let a' be an inverse of a in <E>. It

is routine to check that <m,a)L.* (1, a'a) and (m, a)E* (!,««') .

Thus S is an abundant semigroup which is not regular if M is

not a group. Likewise, for any (m,e)eS°, {m,e)L.*(l,e) and

(m,e)B*(l,e). So, clearly S° is an adequate *-subsemigroup of

S. In fact, S° is a type A semigroup.

Now for any (m,a)€S let aoea5nE, there exist ea, f,eE such

that a - eaa°f4 where eBIia°, fa£a°*. So we have <m,a°)eS° and

(m,a)-(l,eB) (m,a°) (l,fa) .It is easy to see that (1, e k)L(l fa
0).

But(l,a°i-(m,a°)+so U,ea)L(m,a
0+) . Similarly (1, fa)B(m,a°)*.Let

<!,•,), f(m,a, - (I,*,) and <m,a>° - (»,••>.

For any (m,a), (n,b) in S. fbe,e E° because E° is a

multiplicative semilattice transversal of <E>, It follows that

(l,fb) (l,ea)<=E(S°), that is, f (n,b>
e<m,»)eE<,sO >•

Hence S° is a multiplicative type A transversal of S.

-10-



3. Thm Semigroup W(B,S,a)

In this section we show how to construct an abundant

semigroup S in which the set of idempotents generates a

regular subsemigroup and that S contains a multiplicative type

A transversal. It is clear from the previous section that the

class of abundant semigroups which satisfy these properties

includes property the class of regular semigroups with a

multiplicative inverse transversal studied in [2]. The

components used in this construction will be: type A

semigroups and idempotent generated regular semibands with

multiplicative semilattice transversals.

Let E° be the semilattice of idempotents of a type A

semigroup S and let TE« be the set of isomorphisms between

principal ideals of E°. Given 6,0€TB» , with, say, 9:eeE°-»feE°

and 0:e0E°-»f0E°, we recall from [9] that 60: ee0E°-»f ee!E
o where

e60 ™ l£9ee'l®~1 a n d f(te " <feea^0- Further, TE« is an inverse

semigroup. We now observe that if xeE° and 8GTE<> , then e@x is

in the domain of 9. Consequently, if X(E°) denotes the full

transformation semigroup on E°, we can extend every 9eTB° to a

mapping FeX(E°) by defining xB = (e9x)0 for any x€E°. The

mapping TE» —>I(E°) described by 6-+5 is a homomorphisni [2],

Now let (X:S —»TE» be the homomorphism defined by aa - aa

where a a is as defined in section 2. Thus, if a,beS and

aB:a
+E°-»a*E°, ab:b

+E°-fb*E°, then aab;(ab)
+E° -Mab) *E° where

(ab)+ - (a*b+) a"^ and (ab) * - (a

In what follows we shall denote by S the composite

homomorphism S-»TE»-»Z(E
0) described by a—>aa-»Sa. Suppose now

that <E> is a regular semigroup generated by a set of

idempotents E and that E° is a multiplicative semilattice

transversal of <E>. Let S be a type A semigroup whose

semilattice of idempotents is isomorphic to E°. For convenience

of notation we shall identify this semilattice with E°. with

these assumptions on <E>, E° and S, consider the set

-11-

W - W(E,S,<X) - { (g,B,h)£E x S x Ei gL.a+, hSa*)

For any <g,a,h)ew, since gL.a+, g - v«+e+, th«n »5m+,

Thus g° - a+ and eg - g. Likewise fh - h. Hence for any

(g,a,h), (v,b,w) in w we have hv - fheveE° because E° is'a

multiplicative semilattice transversal of <E>.

PROPOSITION 3.1: Thc> rnif-

(g,a,h) (v,b,w) - (g, (hvja",, ahvb, (hvjffit, w)

ripfinsR fl binary operatiinr> nn W.

Proof: ^Let (g,a,h) ,(v,b,w) be in W.From above hv€E° so then
g ( h v ) a a and (hv)abw are idempotents in <E> and ahvbeS.
Further:

(ahvb)+ - (ahvb+)+ - (aa*hv)+ -

Therefore

^ - (Ma,

g(hv)o*^(ahvb)+ = g (hv) a^a (hv) a"
1, - g(hv) a"1.

and

j - (a*hv) a"1, a+ g|a*hv) a*4.

= (hv) a^a (hv) aAa

= (hv) a",

- (ahvb) +

Hence g(hv) a a _£_(,

Similarly, <hv)aa ,w R_(ahvb)*.

The following sequence of results provides considerably

more information about w.

PROPOSITION 3.2 r W in a sem-lgroup.

-12-



Proof; Let (gra,h), {v,b,w), (x,c,y) be in W, Then:

(g,a,h) l(v,b,w), (x,c,y)] - (g,a,h) (vtwxjof'jybwxc, (wx)ac.g)

—3 —3 —i i
- (g. (hv(wx)a^ )aj> ahv<wx)a^ bwxc, <hv(wx)a~)<Xbwxc

.(wx>Sc.y) .

and

(<g,a,h) (v,b,w) ] (x,c,y) - (g(hv)aHa, ahvb, (hv)ocb.w) <x,c,y)

- (g(hv)a a.<(hv)G^.wx)a^hvb,ahvb(hv)ab.wxc,((hv) Ofc-wx) ac.y)

Notice that

)a a

In a similar way we can have

Therefore, the first and the third components of the products

coincide.Now for the second components, since S is type A, by

proposition 1.5 it follows that eb = b(eO^) and bf = (faj1 )b

for any eeb+E°, feb*E°. Therefore clearly we have

b(hv)ctb -

and

Therefore

b -

- hvb+b = hvb

j

,b •= bb* wx - bwx

ahv(wx) ab bwxc "= ahvbwx wx c

- a h v b w x c

- a h v bdivjaj , w x c .

and the associativity holds.

-13-

PROPOSITION 3.3.: W is an

Proof: Let (g,a,h) be in W. Consider (g,a+,a+) . It io easy to

see that <g,a+,a+) is an idempotent in W, and

<g,a+,a+) <g,a,h) - <g <a+g> a"^* ,

- (g,a,h)

Now let (v,b,w) and (x,c,y) be in W.

Then (v,b,w) (g,a,h) - (x, c,y) (g,a,h), that is

(v<wg)ab, bwga, (wg)aah) - (x(yg)ac , cyga, (yg)aa.h) Implies

bwga - cyga which implies bwga+ - cyga*

(corollary 1.2), and

(wg) aa.h •= (yg) aa.h => (wg) a,.ha* = <yg) oTa.ha*

=> (wga+)aa - (yga+) aa

=> wga+ - yga+ (a, is an isomorphism)

=» (wg)aa*-a
+ - <yg)S,+ . a+

But

(v,b,w) (g,a+,a+) = (v(wg)a^, bwga+, +

and

cyga+,(x,c,y)

Thus we have

(v,b,w) (g,a + ,a+) - (x,c,y) (g,a+,a

Then by corollary 1.2, it follows that

(g,a,h)



Similarly: <g,a,h) JU*(a*,a*,h)

Hence the result.

PROPOSITION 3.4: Thf> Rgt: of i ijpmpnr.ent-.g.s of W is.

E(W) - Ug,a,h)eW: a
2 - a, ghg - g, hgh - h)

Proof: For any (g,a,h) in W.

(g,a,h) <g,a,h> - (gthgXx"^ , ahga, (hg)aah)

If a2 » a, ghg » g, hgh - h, then clearly a+ - a - a*. So that

ahga - ahgha - aha - a, and g(hg)a a - ghg - g, {hg) <Xah - hgh

- h.

Therefore, (g,a,h) is an idempotent . Conversely, if

(g,a,h) is an idempotent, then ahga - a which implies by

corollary 1.2 that hga - a*hga •= a* and ahg •» ahga+ = a+, so

that:

a - ahg hga = a+a*EE°, and; a2 - a.

also :

g = g(hg)CC a = ga*hg = ghg, and

h •= (hg)a~a.h - (hga+) .h - hgh.

PROPOSITION 3.5: Xf. <E(W)> denote^ the submemiqroup of W

hy E (W) . Thpn <E (W) > - { (g,a,h) £W : a2 - a)

Proof: The same as in [2]

PROPOSITION 3.6: <E (W) > ftfi ̂.somnrphii-; to <E>.

Proof: Notice that if (g,a,h) in <E(W)>, a2 = a, then gahe<E>

and a+ - a - a*, so that gah » gh.

Define 0: <E(w)>-><E> by <g,a,h)0 - gh.

Since for any xe<E>, there exists x°ex5nE° such- that
x " ex x°fx where exL x°* x°* - x° = x°*, x°* R fx. So that

-15-

x = exfx and (ex,x°,fx
)e<B(w>>, and (ex,x°,£x)0 - e xf 8 - x.

Therefore 0 is a surjective map. To show that 0 ia also
injective, let (g,a,h), (v,b,w)be In <E(W)> such that gh - vw.

Since a2 - a, b 2 - fci so gh - gah, vw - vbw and aSgah » gh - vw

=• vbwSb. But a,beE°. Therefore a - b and gha -vwa which

implies g = v. Also agh = avw which implies h - w. Thus

(g,a,h) = (v,b,w) and 0 is injective. Finally for any <g,a,h)

and (v,b,w) in <E{W)>, a,b in E°, we have:

(g,a,h) (v,b, w)0 a, ahvb, <hv)Qtb.w)0

=• (g(ahv), ahvb, (hvb)w)0

= (ghv,hv,hvw)0

- ghvw

(g,a,h)0(v,b,w)0

that is, 0 is a homomorphism.Hence 0 is an isomorphism.

As <E> is an idempotent-generated regular semigroup, we

have the following corollary as an immediate consequence of

proposition 3.6.

COROLLARY 3.7: The set r>f iriempot-.ents of W yeneratps a

We now proceed to have a chacterization of the relations

L* and fi* on W, in doing so we need the following result.

PROPOSITION 3.6: For ?ny (g,a,h),(v,b,w) in E(W)

(i) <g,a, h)L(v,b, w) if and only if a - b «nri h - w

(ii) (g,a,h)B<v,b,w) if and nnly if a - b and g - v

Proof: Since (ii) is the dual of (i),it suffices to prove

(i) .

If (g,a,h)L(v,b,w), then

(g,a,h) (v,b,w) - (g,a,h) and (v,b,w) <g,a,h) - (v,b,w) .

This is: (g(hv) a a, ahvb, (hv) o^.w) - (g,a,h), and

(v(wg) aarbwga, (wg)aa.h) - (v,b,w)

-16-



Since a,beE°, we get (ghv,hv,hvw) - (g,a,h) and (vwg, wg,wgh)

• (v,b,w) . Therefore hv - a, hvw - h, that is, aw = h, also

wg - b and bh - w. Now aw - h,bh - w implies abh » aw = h,

which with a Eh imply aba - a. Also baw - bh =• w implies

bab « b. But a,b,eE°. Hence a -b. But hfia and bfiw. Hence hfiw.

Now aw - h implies hw - h and bh = w implies wh ~ w, so hl.w.

Thus hflw and h — w.

On the other hand, if (g,a,h), (v,b,w) in E(w). such that

A - b and h = w, then gLa - bLv. It follows that

(g,a,h) (v,b,w) , ahvb, (hv)Kb.w)

- (ghv , ahvb, |hvw)

- (gvhv, hv,hvw).(gLv)

- (g, hv, h) (h - w eV(v))

Since a, hveE° , then by using the properties of elements of W

we get:

aigLhv, that is, hv - a and thus (g,a,h) (v,b,w) « (g,a,h),

Similarly; (v,b,w) (g,a,h) - (v,b,w) .

Therefore (g,a,h)l(v,b,w).

Now let (g,a,h) be in W - W(E,S,a). From the proof of

proposition 3,3 we have:

<g,a,h)L*(a*,a*,h) and (g,a,h)B* (g,a+,a+)

then for any (g,a,h) and (v,b,w) in W:

(g,a,h)i*(w) <v,b,w) <=> (a*,a*,h)L(b*,b*,w)

<=» a* - b* and h = w (proposition 3.8)

*=> ai*(S) b and h - w.

and

(g,a,h)E*(W) (v,b,w) o (g,a+
ra

+)R(v,b+b+)

«* a+ - b + and g - v (proposition 3,8)

** a£*(S)b and g - v.

Consequently if we put H* • L*OE*, then

-17-

(g,a,h)H*(W) (v,b,w) <=> aH*(S)b,h • w and g • v.

Finally, define W° = {(a+,a,a*); a€S).

Since for any a and b in S

(a*,a,a*) (b+,b,b*| - <a+(a*b+)a"'a , aa^'hs, (a*b+)

- ((ab)+, ab, (ab) *)

We have then W° is a subsemigroup of W. In fact; a-»(a+, a,a*)

describes an isomorphism of S onto W°. It follows that W° ia a

type A semigroup. Clearly - as in the proof of proposition

3.3. - for any (a+,a,a*) in W° :

(a*,a*,a*)L*(a+,a,a*) ; <a+,a*,a+)B* (a+,a,a*) .

So that W° is an adequate *-subsemigroup of W.

Now let (g,a,h) be in W.Since

(g,a+,a+) (a+,a,a*) (a*,a*,h) - (g(a+)a"a+, a, <a+)a.) <a*,a,h)

- (g,a,a*) (a*,a*,h)

- ( g t a * ) ^ , a, (a*)Ha,h)

- (g,a,h)

and by proposition 3,8:

(g,a+,a+)L(a+,a + ,a+) ; (a*,a*,h)£(a*,a*,a*) , it follows that

(g,a,h)8(a+a,a*) so that e ( g a h , = (g,a
+,a+) , f (g/>f h, - (a*,a*,h)

Notice that for any x - (g,a,h),y - (v,b,w) in W, we have

fx = <a*,a*,h), ey = (v,b+,b+) and:

fxey

(a*(hv)a"'a» , a* hvb
+,

- (a*hv, a*hvb+, hvb+)

— (hv, hv, hv)

That is fxey e E (w°) .

Hence W° is a multiplicative type A transversal of W.

Summing up, we have the following theorem.
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THEOREM 3.9: Let <E> be an idempotftnt penerated regular

semiband with a multiplicative semilattice transversal E°, and

let /S be a type A aeiqioroup wl̂ ose se*m̂  lat.t* icfr tpf i rlempntenfifi

is (isomorph.j.c, fro) B°. Tnen W «= W(E,S,a) is an abundant

semigroup in whirrh the set of idemooteqts generates a raeruJ^r

fnihsemiarnup isnmnrohir to <E> and that W contains a

fflultiolifrati VP. type A transversal W° which is isomnrnhic to S.

4. Tha CJiaracteriratlon

In this section we shall prove the following converse of

theorem 3.9. Let S be an abundant semigroup in which the set

of idempotents generates a regular subsemigroup. Further, let

S contains a multiplicative type A transversal. Then S has the

same form as of the semigroup constructed in section 3.

Let S be an abundant semigroup in which the set of

idempotents E generates a regular subsemigroup <E>. Suppose

that S contains a multiplication type A transversal S° whose

semilattice of idempotents E° is the corresponding semilattice

transversal of <E>. Our objective is to prove that S is

isomorphic to W - W(E,S°,a). We begin by providing a technical

result.

LEMMA 4 . 1 : Far any x , y e S , we h^ve:

(i) (xy)°

(ii)

(iii)

x°fxeyy°

e x y -
fxy - <fxeyy°)*fy

Proof: Since x — eJcx°fJt, y >= e yy° f y ' t n e n

xy - - ex(x°fxev>+ (fxeyy°)*fy.

It is clear that:

(x°fyeyy°)
+ - (x 0f xe yy

o +) + - (x°f3tey)
+ R*

-19-

which implies xo+(x°fxey)
+ - (x°fxey)

 + .

But exL x
o+, thus

ex{x°fxey)+L xo+ (x°fxey)+ = (x°fxey)+ - (x°fxeyy°)*

Similarly, (fxeyy°)*fy E (x°fxeyy°) *

From section 2 we have: (xo*fxey)0^ - (x°fxey>

Therefore:

e x (x«fxey)
 + e x (x°fxey) »*fxey) erf

. x"+ex(x»f e

(x°*fe)(V

= ex<x°fxey)
 +

and ex(x°fxey)+ i s an idempotent.

Similarly (fxeyy°)*fy is an idempotent.

Since x°fxe y°eS°. Therefore xy6x°fxeyy° But also xy5(xy)°eS°

Thus (xy)° - x°fxeyy0. Now, xy - ex y(xy)°fx y . Because of the

uniqueness of exy and fxy we get

exy - ex(x°fxey)+ and fxy - ex(fxeyy°) *fy

THEOREM 4.2; S ' i i snmnrphi n to W •> W(E,S°,a) .

Proof: For any xeS, x5x°eS° and x - exx°fx where e x and tx are

idempotents uniquely determined by x and that e^jix0 , f^Sx *.

Therefore(ex,x°,fx)eW - W(E,S°,a).

Define 9:S -+W by x6 = (ex, x°, fx) for any x in S. If Cor any

x,y in S,

<ex, x°, fx) - <ey, y°, fy)

Then: x - exx°fx = eyy°fy = y

and clearly 8 is an injective map.
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To show that 8 is also surjective, let (g,a,h) be in W, and

consider b - gah. It is easy to see that beS, b8a, that is,

e b - g, b° = a, fb - h.

Consequently,

b6 - (eb, b°, fb) - (g,a,h>

and 6 is surjective.

Finally, for any x,y in S:

x6y6 - <ex, x°, f j (ey, y°, fy)

" (ex(fxey)0^o , x°fxeyy°, lfxey)'o^' fy)

- (ex«x°fxe ) + , x°fxe y°, <fxe y°>
 + f )

<e
xy,

(by lemma 4.1)

- (xy»6

So 9 i s a homomorphism.

Hence 9 is isorraophism.

In genera l , a semigroup S which i s isomorphic to

W ( E , S ° , a ) .as in the previous theorem need not be

quasi-adequate semigroup (see example 5.3 in [2]) and i t would

be of in teres t to see when t h i s ' i s the case.

PROPOSITION 4.3: If x-+x° rif»f=rribes ^ hnmrannrphism from S into

S° t n<»n S is a quasi—a

Proof: By lemma 4.1 we have

x°y° - (xy)° - x°fxeyy°

which implies by corollary 1.2:

x « V - x°*fxeyy° - fxeyy°

so then: x°*y0+ - fxeyy0+ - fxey

for any x,y in S. In par t icu lar , i f v,w,eE.

<vw)° - v°w° - fvew, v°,w°eE because E° i s a multiplicative

semilattice transversal of <E>. I t follows that
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vw - evw{vw)°fvw

ev(v°fvev)+ v V ( f v e w w V fw (Lemma 4.1)
evfvewwov°fvewfw ,fve¥6E°)

- fvew) .
ev fw

Now it is clear from above that we have

evfw - eww°v°fv - ewfwevfv

and evfvev - evv°v° , fvevfv -

Likewise: ewfMe,, - ew, fwewfw - f

Therefore:

" evfwewfvevfw <fvev' fweweE°J
- evfwewfwevfvevfw (ewfv - ewfwevfv)

•" p f C f

- (vw) (vw)

i.e., vw is an idempotent and E is a band, that is, S is a

quasi-adequate semigroup.

PROPOSITION 4.4: 5 ia rnmpat.ihip o.n S Jf »nrl <in 1 y Hf x-»x°

de;fir:rihf*s a homnrphism f̂ QT|) S int.n S°.

Proof: If 8 is compatible, then for any x,y in S,

x6x°, y8y° we have xy5x°y°- But xy5(xy)° and

x°y°, (xy)°es°. So we have <xy)° - x°y° and x-»x° describes a

horoomorphism.

Conversely, suppose that x-*x° defines a. horooroorphism and

x,y,c are in S such that xSy.Then x° - y° so that x°c° - y°c°.

Now because x-»x° defines a homomorphism, (xc)° - (yc)°, that

is xc5yc. Likewise cx5cy. Therefore S is compatible.

-22-
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It now follows that if x—>x° defines a homomorphism, then s

is a quasi-adequate semigroup on which 6 is a congruence and

thus 5 is the minimum adequate good congruence on S [6],

Consider the mapping K:S/5 -» S defined by <x5)rt - x°. For any

x,y, in S,

(x6)lc(y5)JU - x°y° - <xy)° - (xy)Sjc = (xSyo)JC

and % is a Isomorphism. Moreover:

x - exx°fx, for any x* there exists (x*)°eE°.

such that x* - ex* (x*)°fx* . Let x°*eL*0 (S)0E
0.

x°* xL*fx* E<x*)°.

Thus x°* U<x*)<\ But E is a band, and x°* , <x*)°eE°. Hence

x°* - <x*)°.,and

(x*6)jt - (x*)° - x°* - <(X5)TC)*

Similarly, for x+ we get (x+)° - (x°)+ and

It follows that for any x,y in S, if x L.*y, then (x*5))C

L.(y*5)lt, but from above we have for airy x*,y*; (x*5)Jl =

((x5)Jt)*, (y*5)7t - Uy5)JC)*. Therefore:

(x5)7H*<(x5)jt)* - <x*5);O»<y*5)ic - *L* <y5)jc

Similarly, x£*y implies <x8))tB* (y5) JC.

Hence Jt is a splitting homomorphism and S is a split

quasi-adequate semigroup [3].

Further, for any <g,a,h), (v,b,w) in W, we have, a*EJi,

b+Lv and b+a*Lva*E vh Lb+h. But H is a congruence on E and the

H-classes in E are the rectangular bands in E. Therefore:

va*b+h va* - va* so that vhva* - va* which implies b+vhva* -

b+va* and thus b+h.va* - b+a*. Then

-23-

ahvb - aa*hvb+b

- a(a*b+b+hva*)b

- a(b+hva*)b

- ab+a*b

- aa* b+b

- ab

Hence the products in W coincide with those in [3), Therefore

our result in this paper extends our result in the previous

paper [3].
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